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Hong Kong is a good example of a community in trauma! Following 
months of civil unrest last year (in what I and many had considered one of the safest and most
peaceful places in the world) Hong Kong was hit by COVID-19 with the Special Administrative
Region being placed on the highest emergency level on 25th January. Since schools were
already closing for the Chinese New Year holidays, the holiday period was extended to limit
commuting and large group assemblies in order to try to contain the virus. Since then the
Education Bureau of Hong Kong has continuously extended closures of schools such that they
will currently not reopen until at least April 20th.
 
As a Theatre teacher and management team member at a boarding school teaching the IB
Diploma (where all students AND teachers reside) in Hong Kong, the impact has been dramatic.
Our first challenge was that many students had left the campus to go on holiday during the
break (overseas, home in Hong Kong and to mainland China). Since the school remained closed
and we wanted to protect the community that had remained on campus from infection, we took
the difficult decision not to allow students to return to the campus who had left on holiday. As
time passed and the extension of school closures grew, we had to give those students
remaining on campus (from 80 different countries) the choice to return home… and many did.
Teaching staff also had to quickly come to terms with providing eLearning for all students and
IT training sessions were quickly organised. Surreally, with only a few students still residing, the
campus became something of a ‘ghost town’.
 
The outcome is a unique experience for the teaching staff as residents at the school. Previously
my days were packed with teaching Theatre and TOK, running CAS activities, participating in the
pastoral/residential programme and attending to management responsibilities – things that all
bled into evenings and weekends. Suddenly I was working mainly from home (my apartment on
campus) surrounded by my children (two teenagers doing home learning due to the closure of
their school) and my wife (not a teacher but also working from home). I was able to adapt my
teaching timelines and materials for online delivery; however, it took me much more time to
prepare than I had expected. A consequence was that I also had much more marking of work
returned online! Ironically the greater exchange of written learning seems to have benefitted
some students. Whilst one cannot replace the experience of students collaborating creatively 
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together, some found the academic (written) demands of IB Theatre easier to deal with at their
own pace at home. In terms of time I was also unprepared for the amount of time I would have
to spend supporting my children in their eLearning (though both are teenagers, they were quite
overwhelmed by the amount of work set up for them online by their school). I also spent much
more time in extra management meetings as we charted the way forward with each extended
closure deadline and the complication of some international schools arranging for partial
return of students in March despite the official deadline. We felt overwhelmed by the changing
government closure timeline, what some other international schools were doing despite this,
the demands of parents (including fee returns) and the concerns of the national committees
who select many of the students who represent their country at our school.
 
Another impact of the new way of working has been the ‘stir crazy’ effect. Because teachers are
so busy on campus 24/7 it is not unusual to feel that one will go somewhat crazy if one doesn’t
get off-campus sometimes! This feeling is greatly intensified by the hours working from home. 
 

STRANGELY  IT  BECAME  ALMOST  A  PHYSICAL

NEED… AN  ITCH  OR  TWITCH… TO  GET  UP  AND

GET  OUT !

There is a deep breath of relief as one walks through the gates and off-campus. However,
teaching staff were also mindful of the danger of bringing the virus back on campus.
 
Once off campus it was surprising to see how quiet things were. The usual hustle and bustle of
Hong Kong was gone with quieter streets and less or no queues for restaurants (for those that
remained open). I must admit, I kinda liked the new quiet! Everywhere one was met by a sea of
masks (the scars of SARs still fresh on the minds of Hong Kongers). Though doubtful of the
effectiveness of the masks, I wear them just to be ‘politically correct’ and appear as a
‘responsible citizen’. The impact on business and commerce in the city is palpable with some
establishments closing their doors for good. I worry how businesses and their workers will
survive. My 60th birthday occurred during this time and my fantasy of a ‘never to be forgotten’
wild party evaporated into a homely birthday cake presented by my lovely children. Food
shortages and hour-long queues appeared in some supermarkets as rumours circulated of
shortages of basic commodities – rumours that often created the shortages. Having taught in
Tanzania prior to coming to Hong Kong I wasn’t surprised by this scenario. I remembered when
living in Tanzania in the 1990s one adapted to a lesser range of ‘western’ goods in
supermarkets (something that has changed in 21st century Tanzania).
 
TO CONCLUDE, WHAT HAVE I LEARNED AND WHAT MESSAGES CAN I OFFER THE READER?
Firstly, though it may sound like a cliché, nothing is permanent. Who would have imagined that
a safe, efficient, stable environment like Hong Kong would so quickly become an uncertain,
crisis driven place of (violence during the social unrest), then empty streets and bars and long
supermarket queues? We must be ready to change and adapt and to teach our own children
and students to do so, they have many challenges ahead of them in the future, not in the least
politically and environmentally. Resilience and adaptability is always something I impress on 
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my own children. If we are concerned for future generations to adapt and flourish but our
teaching of Drama and Theatre is not doing this, then why not?
 
Secondly, everything is relative. Yes, the virus (following the social unrest) has had a profound
effect on Hong Kong. But (as some of my international students say) people have experienced
worse. I’ve been in places with less infrastructure, resources and greater dangers on the street.
The virus is a serious threat and looks like something we will have to get used to and live with
but statistically there are lots of ways we are more likely to die.
 

THIRDLY ,  AS  THE  WORLD  LURCHES  TOWARDS  THE

‘RIGHT ’  POLITICALLY  AND  SEPARATISM  AND

PREJUDICE  INCREASE ,  WE  CANNOT  RELY  ON  THE

CURRENT  SELECTION  OF  WORLD  (AND  LOCAL)

LEADERS  TO  SUPPORT  US  JUDICIOUSLY  IN  TIMES

OF  EMERGENCY .  INTERESTS  AND  DECISIONS  ARE

TAKEN  BASED  ON  CONSOLIDATING  POWER ,

RESTRICTING  INFORMATION  AND  FINANCIAL

INTERESTS .  IN  MY  OPINION ,  OUR  TEACHING  OF

THEATRE  ALSO  NEEDS  TO  WORK  AS  AN  ANTIDOTE

TO  THIS .  THAT ’S  WHY  MY  TEACHING  FOCUS  IS

USUALLY  ON  THEATRE  AND  DRAMA  FOR

PERSONAL  DEVELOPMENT  AND  COMMUNAL

CHANGE ,  SUCH  AS  PLAYBACK  THEATRE ,

PSYCHODRAMA ,  THEATRE  OF  THE  OPPRESSED

AND  VERBATIM  THEATRE .

I mentioned a community in trauma at the beginning of this article (and I think things are much
worse for some local Hong Kongers than people like myself) and local Psychodrama
psychotherapists like myself have been trying to organise events to support the mental and
emotional wellbeing of those affected in Hong Kong. It is something that Drama and Theatre
has the power (and could probably do more of) to help communities in need, such as ours.
 
Hong Kong will recover, but somehow, I feel it will never be the same again. ‘Treading water’
and biding time in the hope of a return to ‘normality’. Whist having just hit my 60th year I think
about ensuring my remaining time really fulfills my own hopes and dreams, using every
moment well and securing the future for my children (those of my blood and those entrusted
to me to teach). Love and support to you all.


